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Dedicated to my grandfather,
William George Beard,
a talented musician from Wales,
who died when my mother was 18.

“I have come through the fire of family and love. I smoke with my darling, I sleep with my
friend. We talk of the poor men, broken and fled. Alone with my radio I lift up my hands.
Welcome to you, who put my heart down. Welcome to you, darling and friend, who miss me
forever in your trip to the end.”
Leonard Cohen,
“Beautiful Losers”
…………
“Happy families are all the same. Unhappy families are each different in their own special way.”
Leo Tolstoi,
“Anna Karenina”

Author’s preface:
“This manuscript was first written originally in the Summer of 1969, when I was twenty-four
years old. I reviewed and re-edited it a few times during the next few years, after which it rested
quietly as I went down another forty-plus years of life’s road.
Naturally those years contain many more events and subjects for other stories, and they are, of
course, a continuation of this one. But I’ve chosen to publish the original text now just as it is,
since in retrospect I believe that it stands well on its’ own merits.
First of all the book presents a unique and clearly creative description of my early life in
England and Canada. Then it further includes a valuable record of growing up in the fifties and
sixties both socially and culturally. Finally, through all the seasons and events described, it also
presents many of the numerous challenges one may get to encounter in family life.”
…………
Paul Tagney, October 17th, 2012
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BOOK ONE: “FAMILY”
CHAPTER 1:
BRISTOL, 1945-53
The first eight years of my life were spent in Bristol, an English city located in the northern
part of Thomas Hardy’s Wessex.
Bristol had been the second largest city in the British Isles for over five hundred years. With
its’ prime location as a major seaport on England’s west coast, it became a haven for pirates,
merchants, and explorers over the centuries, and also served as the northern apex of the slavetrade triangle between Britain, Africa, and America.
I had two brief excursions outside England during those eight years, both involving
consecutive trips to Africa, where my father had found himself a teaching position in a small
school outside Nairobi, Kenya. These two trips were made when I was three years old.
My young Nordic body wasn’t able to adapt to the searing heat of equatorial Africa, and I
returned to Bristol initially from the first trip, managing to recover somewhat from the effects of
extreme heat.
But not long after my unfortunate return to Kenya, I was soon on a second trip back to Bristol
with my mother.
This time our family doctor diagnosed me with chronic encephalitis, and assured her that if I
was brought back to Africa for a third time, I would die for sure.
So my father reluctantly returned to England for a few more years, before deciding to head
out again for another remote, but less torrid, part of the world, Canada.
…………
What I remember most favorably about my early days in England, are the times I spent with
my dear granny on my mother’s side of the family.
Granny used to take me out for walks, and amazing walks they were, up and down the roads
of Henleaze, the Bristol neighborhood where we lived.
We always ended up going along streets which were lined on both sides with all sorts of small
shops, amongst which were several candy shops and toy shops. Sooner or later, we inevitably
wandered into these stores.
The candy stores were usually sort of dark inside. All around me, on the counter-tops, were
huge glass jars containing various sweets of every color and flavor. Behind the glass display
counters were rows of chocolate bars, amongst which Mars and Crunchie were my favorites.
I also recall having an affinity for sherbet, a powdery substance which you sucked up through
a liquorice straw, which could itself be devoured after the sherbet was all gone.
When we invaded the toy shops, it was nearly always for the purpose of obtaining some new
soldier or cowboy for my small army of metal troops. Or we might purchase a few tiny animals
for a toy farm which I can vaguely remember owning. And there would also be the occasional
Dinky Toy, a little metal steam-roller, or a double-decker bus, or a garbage truck, on those
special days when granny had a little more money.
Thus, with these assorted tokens of love from my granny, I spent many a contented hour
playing by myself in that private, beautiful, inviolable world of innocence, the child’s mind.
I had some other toys as well, of course. There was a wind-up train which spent many an

evening and many a rainy day speeding around our living room floor. I also remember having
quite a few jig-saw puzzles, which easily took the better part of a day to assemble.
A white and brown stuffed dog named Sandy slept at my side each night, and crossed the
wide ocean with me when we eventually sailed out of Southampton.
No doubt there were various other toys also, but I have long since forgotten them.
…………
Another person who stands out strongly amongst my memories of England is a boy who was
my best friend at school, Peter Jeffries.
Peter and I made a great pair. I was a thin, scrawny kid, and Peter was downright fat.
We went to a typically English school, where we wore blazers and school caps, white shirts,
school ties, grey-flannelled shorts, grey knee-socks, and brown sandals.
As is the case with all young boys who are the best of friends, we had our occasional fights.
And that is how I remember best Peter, for the way he looked after one of our fights.
His glasses would be hanging askew, while he held his cap tightly in one hand and used it to
brush the dust from his clothes. One knee-sock would be down around an ankle, while the other
one always somehow managed to stay up.
His dirty face would be streaked with a few tears, as would mine, and sometimes a scrapped
knee served to indicate that we had engaged in a more extensive battle than usual.
But hostilities were always short lived, and the most that was ever needed to wipe out any
lingering resentment between us was a night’s sleep.
…………
A girl around my own age named Linda Carr, who lived next door to us, also stands out in my
memory because of an incident that happened one Guy Fawkes’ Night.
As we were shooting off fireworks in her back yard, one went the wrong way, hitting her on
the head, causing her hair to catch on fire.
Some man ran over immediately and smothered her hair in his arms, instantly extinguishing
the flames.
Her hair was just slightly singed. Her scalp wasn’t burnt at all.
But I still remember clearly a pink ribbon she’d worn in her hair that night.
It too had caught fire. As the man covered her head, the ribbon fell to the ground and lay there
burning. Someone else stamped on it and put it out, leaving only a small piece of charred pink
material as a testimony to Linda’s near tragedy.
…………
Another particular incident at school in England, also stands out with a certain degree of
clarity.
I was quite young when I attended school then. It was my misfortune to be raised as a
catholic, and so we had nuns for teachers.
One day during lunch-hour, as I sat at a table with some friends, one of them produced a
silver half-crown coin from his pocket and began to use it as a spinning top, whirling it round
and round on the surface of our lunch table.
I had been simultaneously amusing myself, by playing with a tiny silver model of the carriage
in which Queen Elizabeth had ridden at her recent coronation.
As we noticed one another’s shiny silver objects, interest in the other’s possession brought
about a temporary trade, in order that our horizons of experience might be further broadened.
When lunch hour ended, we each went our own way, presumably with one another’s silver
toy. The trade and promise of eventual return of the objects to their rightful owners were
forgotten as we filed back into class for the afternoon’s activities.
Suddenly, during the middle of the afternoon class, my friend realized that his coin was gone.
Perhaps it had been money from his mother, for some errand after school, perhaps not.

At any rate, up shot his hand, followed by the exclamation, “Sister, I’ve lost my money!”
The fear which struck him when he first noticed his money was gone, had apparently wiped
out all memory of our long ago lunch hour trade.
Possibly such phrases as “Don’t you dare lose this money!” or “Don’t come home if you
haven’t done that errand!” had been told to him by a parent, implying unnecessary seriousness
and importance to his mission, burdening him down with unnecessary anxiety.
The class was naturally thrown into a bit of an uproar over the disappearance of this money,
and all the implications of such a disappearance.
Amidst the commotion, I became victim to some ingrown fear. It led me to believe that if I
rendered forth the missing coin, I would automatically be accused of stealing it.
So, when the Sister who was in charge of our class asked if anyone had the money, I said
nothing.
The first idea put forth after no-one admitted to being in possession of the coin, was that
perhaps it had been dropped by my friend somewhere in the playground at lunch-time.
Since the playground consisted of an enclosed courtyard, this theory lent itself to fairly easy
verification, so my friend went out into the playground to retrace the footsteps of his noon-time
activities.
One other student was allowed to accompany him. I was not the one.
As they wandered about the yard with heads bent over intently, looking very carefully at this
and that remembered place where the coin might have fallen, I spotted my chance for salvation.
“Sister, can I go and help them look? Three could look a lot more carefully than two!”
And so I was allowed to go out into the school-yard also.
I began to wander slowly about with my eyes glued intently to the ground, a short distance
away from the other two searchers. I carefully slid my hand down into the pocket that contained
the missing coin. I did this in the most inconspicuous manner possible, and continued desperately
to try and look as natural as I could.
While the entire class watched our progress through the window, I withdrew the coin and let it
fall to the ground.
With a sigh of relief I cried, “Here it is! I’ve found it!”
The two other boys ran over. Sure enough, it was the missing half-crown, and I had found it!
With this restoration of property to its’ rightful owner, I assumed all would be forgotten, but it
wasn’t.
Outside the classroom a short time later, I was sitting in the black-robed lap of one of the
Sisters.
I tried desperately to convince her that we really had traded possessions, and I’d merely
forgotten to return my friend’s money.
I don’t even remember what happened to my tiny silver carriage. I think in all honesty that
perhaps my friend returned it to me at the end of the lunch-hour. But this is not the important
issue that stayed with me. Nor was whether or not that nun believed my story. It was the fear that
I remember. The fear that now seems so unnecessary.
Why didn’t I tell the truth when my friend first spoke up in class about his missing coin? Had
some forgotten incident in my past, previous to this one, seen my telling of the truth rebuked?
If so, it’s been long since forgotten, but the memory of that fear of not being believed is still
very clear today.
Who could have been involved in such an incident? What was at stake? Why was the truth not
accepted? Why don’t people believe children? Why do they assume that children are telling lies,
every time the truth they claim to express seems anything but entirely credible and provable?
Why are children guilty until proven innocent?
…………

Such are the only major events which I recall from my early years in England.
There were other things, such as bringing some wildflowers in to my mother from a field
across the road from our home. And I remember going to see a movie in which the heroine was
trapped in a room, with walls that slowly closed in towards a central fiery pit. As always, the
hero somehow stopped the machine that moved the walls, and the girl was saved before my eyes,
in living color.
…………
One day a boy who lived up the street from us had a birthday party, and invited all the other
children on the block except me.
I went anyway, and asked if I could come to the party.
His mother said ‘yes’ provided it was alright with my own mother. So I went home and got
the required permission and returned to the party.
But I felt rather strange being there, not really wanted, not really invited, but preferring the
position of reluctantly invited guest to that of outcast and loner.
It wasn’t the last time I would feel like that either. Time and time again in later years, this
strange sensation of being an outcast would creep over me, as I searched for some place where I
could feel natural, wanted, and loved by the people I was with.
Finally I found such a place, and only then was I able to start putting all of this down.
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